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A message from 
Alan McGill

2020 will mark the 12th year that PwC have been 
reviewing sustainability reporting across the 
FTSE 350, public interest entities (PIEs), and 
inbound companies, as part of our Building 
Public Trust Awards. 

This year however, we have had to adapt our 
way of working, just as every company has had 
to adapt to the new normal. In light of the 
pandemic, there will be no awards handed out 
this year, and sadly no awards ceremony will 
take place. Nevertheless, we have continued to 
follow our tried and tested review process and 
have reviewed company reporting in a similar 
fashion to previous years. This report is the 
culmination of that effort.

In place of any awards, the Building Public Trust 
programme is continuing through a series of 
virtual workshops that are intended to help 
inspire, collaborate 
and showcase good reporting.

In previous years, we have reviewed the climate 
change disclosures of companies as part of the 
Sustainability Award. This year, we have decided 
to split out this element into two separate 
processes. 

This reflects the growing importance of the 
Task-force on Climate related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) as uptake of its 
recommendations among companies continues 
to grow. Given the roadmap laid out recently by 
the UK Government towards mandatory 
disclosures, its importance will remain high on the 
agenda. You can find the inaugural companion 
report ‘Excellence in climate change reporting 
- A review of leading UK companies’ on our 
website.

In completing this year’s review, we looked at the 
sustainability reporting of over 450 organisations. 
Our in-depth approach and our long history of 
these reviews give us insight into what a great 
report looks like, and how innovation in such 
reporting is developing.

This year’s report of leading practice examples 
includes three additional chapters. Two spotlight 
on Covid-19 and Net Zero – our key findings, 
reporting trends and a range of some good 
practice examples; and a further chapter 
highlighting some examples of organisations 
reporting on their investments in upskilling their 
workforce - something that will be critical to any 
efforts towards Building Back Better in a 
post-Covid world.
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Executive summary 
and key messages

Covid-19

The emergence of Covid-19 was not on any company’s radar for 2020, 
and many of those whose annual reporting periods ended at the 
beginning of the year reported on it as nothing more than an ‘emerging 
risk’ that they would follow with interest in 2020. Given how it has totally 
reshaped the business environment in such an unprecedented manner, 
for those companies that have reported meaningfully on the impacts of 
Covid-19 and their response, we have included a section that 
showcases action taken to support employees, customers, suppliers, 
and local and wider communities. As the pandemic has continued to 
evolve throughout 2020 we expect Covid-19 to feature much more 
prominently in upcoming annual reporting, with significant consideration 
given as well to how companies can contribute to Building Back Better in 
a post-Covid world. 

Purpose

The number of companies reporting their corporate purpose continues to 
grow year-on-year. This year 93% of FTSE 100 companies disclosed a 
purpose beyond financial returns for shareholders - up from 71% last 
year. The number of FTSE 250 companies remained 
slightly less but continued to grow in tandem, to 71% of the companies 
reviewed - up from 52% previously.

Net Zero

The IPCC’s 2018 report on 1.5°C set out the economic and human health 
impact of exceeding 1.5°C average global warming and the need to 
decarbonise (become ‘Net Zero’) completely by 2050 at the latest, in order 
to have a more than 50% chance of avoiding catastrophic climate 
breakdown. In response to this many companies have set their own targets 
- by May 2020, the CEOs of over 210 pioneering companies had 
committed to achieve net zero emissions across their operations and value 
chains by 2050. Many more are expected to follow suit during the rest of 
2020 and in the future. A small but growing group of the most ambitious 
companies are going further than Net Zero, and have set themselves the 
target of becoming ‘carbon positive’ i.e. removing more carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere than they produce. 

Risks and opportunities

The number of companies who have identified sustainability-related risks 
remains as high as last year at 87%, but so too does the disparity between 
those that identify sustainability- related opportunities (only 20%) as well as 
risks. As more and more companies begin to make TCFD disclosures, this 
gap is expected to narrow. 
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About this report

PwC

This report contains the results of our analysis, expert 
guidance to improve your reporting and a selection of 
leading examples that we at PwC have identified following 
our review of annual reports, sustainability reports and 
associated websites of the FTSE 350, PIEs and selected 
inbounds. The report is structured as follows:

• An overview of good practice in sustainability reporting, 
with basic, intermediate and advanced tips for improving 
your reporting

• A quantitative analysis of the performance of the 
companies scored as a part of this review

• An in-depth exploration of company performance for each 
of the following 5 categories, organised into key questions 
that reporting should address:

– How does sustainability fit with your organisation’s 
purpose and strategy?

– How do you consider your priorities?

– How do you monitor and manage performance?

– How do you consider the broader viability of the 
business?

– How do you report with clarity and transparency?

This year we have included 3 additional chapters that spotlight 
reporting on Covid-19, Net Zero, and People.

If you would like more personalised advice on your own 
reporting, please get in touch with us – our contact details are 
on the back page. You can also find more examples of good 
practice by visiting our website.
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An overview of good practice sustainability reporting

1

What Why
How does 
sustainability 
fit with your 
organisation’s 
purpose and 
strategy?

Organisation 
overview

Provide an overview of your organisation’s key activities and the 
environment in which you operate.

This helps the reader to view your sustainability information against the wider context of your organisation’s remit. 
The overview is also important for clarifying the scope of the data in the report, which activities are covered and 
which are not.

Purpose Communicate a clear and succinct purpose that explains your 
organisation’s raison d’être beyond creating a financial return for 
shareholders.

This will demonstrate to the reader why your business exists and what you seek to achieve, creating a shared ambition 
that is core to your business and clear to all stakeholders. 

Strategy Descr be how your sustainability strategy is integrated into your core 
corporate strategy and demonstrate how it permeates throughout 
your business.

This will prove to the reader that sustainability is not just an ‘add-on’ for your organisation but is considered in every 
activity. Having a short, medium and long term sustainability strategy will help you track your progress towards key 
sustainability goals in the future. 

How do you
consider your
priorities?

Materiality Demonstrate that you have an understanding of the sustainability 
issues that are most relevant to you and your key stakeholders.

This will prove to the reader that you are focusing on the most important sustainability issues where your efforts will 
have the greatest impact.

Stakeholder 
engagement

Explain how you engage with principal stakeholders and how this 
has impacted your sustainability strategy.

This shows the reader that you have considered a wide range of views and therefore made informed decisions about 
prioritising and acting on your sustainability issues.

Risks and 
opportunities

Explain the key strategic risks and opportunities for your organisation 
that arise from sustainability issues.

This gives the reader confidence that you have considered the impacts that external sustainability factors might have 
on the success of your business and that you are acting on these.

How do you 
monitor and 
Manage 
performance?

KPIs and 
targets

Identify KPIs that are directly relevant to your sustainability strategy 
and set challenging but realistic targets that you can assess your 
performance against.

Clear presentation of progress towards targets will demonstrate to the reader that you are holding yourself accountable 
to the goals you have set for your organisation.

Impacts Provide a clear explanation and quantification of the social, 
environmental and economic impacts of your business.

This demonstrates to the reader that you have a thorough understanding of your wider impacts on society and the 
environment. This understanding will allow you to make more informed decisions towards being a more 
sustainable business.

Governance Provide a clear explanation of the company’s sustainability 
governance structure and explain how directors and staff are 
incentivised to deliver on the sustainability strategy.

This gives the reader confidence that the necessary framework and resources are in place for the strategy to be 
delivered. Having senior staff members listed in the governance framework further demonstrates your commitment to 
the strategy.

How do you
consider the
broader viability
of the business?

Value chain Consider relevant upstream and downstream value chain aspects of 
your business in order to take account of all environmental, social 
and economic impacts, both positive and negative.

This demonstrates you understand the wider influence you have on sustainability issues in society. By thinking 
holistically you identify areas that create a greater positive impact than you can by changing your core operations.

Future 
proofing

Disclose that you have considered the future resource constraints 
that might affect your business e.g. non-financial capitals including 
natural capital and human capital.

This shows the reader that you are monitoring and minimising any resource risks in order to prevent disruption to your 
organisation in the future.

How do you 
report with 
clarity and
transparency?

Balanced 
reporting

Present information in a balanced and transparent fashion and 
explain where and how improvements will be made.

Acknowledgement of not only your successes but also your negative sustainability impacts gives the reader confidence 
that you are a self-aware organisation – one that is honest and transparent about progress towards sustainability goals.

Assurance Enhance the credibility of your reported content by referencing, for 
example, independent studies, external benchmarking, expert review 
panels or external third party assurance.

This gives the reader confidence in the data and confidence in the integrity of your sustainability reporting. It also gives 
management confidence in the company’s performance over the period. 

Modern 
slavery

Disclose your slavery and human trafficking statement in accordance 
with the Modern Slavery Act 2015. 

In line with the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015, all companies with i) a global turnover of over £36 million and ii) 
operations in the UK, are required to comply by publishing a modern slavery statement annually. The statement 
demonstrates that you understand the potential risks associated with modern slavery. 
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Basic reporting tips Intermediate reporting tips Advanced reporting tips
Introduce the reader to your organisation by giving an 
overview of your size, operations and activities.

Contextualise your sustainability activities in relation to the remit and objectives 
of your organisation.

Explain both the direct and indirect sustainability impacts that might arise from your 
organisation’s role or activities.

Define a clear purpose which should be a 
succinct statement.

Ensure your purpose is well-aligned to your core business activities. Reference to your purpose should be consistent across all company communications. 
The purpose should form the foundation to your core business strategy. 

Demonstrate how your sustainability strategy is 
integrated into your core business strategy and aligned 
with core objectives.

Clearly describe your sustainability strategy over the short, medium 
and long-term.

Report on structures, systems and action plans which allow your sustainability strategy 
to permeate throughout your organisation. Where relevant, align your strategy to the 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

Report which issues you have identified as 
material and why.

Report on the process that was undertaken to determine material issues and 
which key stakeholders were involved.

Focus your reporting on your material issues, linking them to your strategy and KPIs. 
Where relevant, align your material issues to the Sustainable Development Goals. 

Identify the key internal and external stakeholders to 
your organisation and describe how they have 
been engaged.

Describe the issues that stakeholders have identified as important and how 
these have been addressed.

Show linkage between stakeholder consultations and your materiality, strategy and risk 
and opportunities planning processes. Consider alternative media for communicating 
messages from your sustainability report.

List out the risks and opportunities relating to 
sustainability that the organisation is managing.

Describe the action plan in place to address these risks and opportunities. Disclose the relevance and financial implications of these risks and opportunities. As 
per the TCFD recommendations, identify the risks and opportunities faced by your 
business as a result of climate change.

Disclose sustainability KPIs most relevant to your 
business, including historic performance data to 
show trends over time.

Set specific and quantifiable short and medium-term targets for these KPIs. Disclose financial implications behind KPIs. Where relevant, align your sustainability 
KPIs and targets to the Sustainable Development Goals. 

Specifically discuss qualitatively which areas of the 
environment and society you impact through your 
operations and supply chains.

Disclose quantitative indicators of the relative size of your impact on society 
and the environment. 

In monetary terms, disclose your impact on society and the environment. 

Identify the board member responsible for 
sustainability issues and outline your sustainability 
governance structure.

Showcase how sustainability governance permeates through your business, 
e.g. through department heads with sustainability responsibilities.

Report on how staff are incentivised to deliver on the sustainability strategy throughout 
the company, and include financial and non-financial incentives (e.g. remuneration, 
employee awards).

Consider the positive and/or negative effects of your 
supply chain and/or your products and services in your 
sustainability reporting.

Report quantitative data on material effects from across your value chain, both 
positive and negative, and strategies in place to address these.

Set specific targets for material value chain effects and report on progress 
towards them.

Disclose significant use of non-financial capitals, 
e.g. water, land, timber.

Explain whether you expect that the availability of any non-financial capitals 
might be restricted in the future.

Descr be your strategy for managing your risks. Consider the resilience of your 
business to climate change by undertaking scenario analysis, as per the TCFD 
recommendations.

Report progress against all targets, whether 
performance has been good or bad.

Explain poor performance and how you will address it going forward. If you reach targets ahead of schedule, set more challenging targets for the future.

Reference independent data, e.g. external 
benchmarking, to ensure the cred bility of 
your reporting.

Obtain internal or external assurance over the sustainability data in your report. Include the assurance opinion, which should clearly state the scope of the work, the 
assurance standard followed and the work completed, in the report.

Publish a signed statement on your website by a 
director (or equivalent), disclosing that your company is 
in accordance with the Modern Slavery Act.

Disclose a statement that includes information against the overview of the 
business, related policies, and risk assessments of modern slavery risks

Ensure your Modern Slavery Statement includes information against each area that the 
government guidance ‘Transparency in Supply Chains’ recommends.



Overview of analysis

1. How does sustainability fit with your organisation’s purpose and strategy?
Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

Describe the company’s key 
business activities and how 

they link to sustainability 
(FTSE 250: 86%)

Describe the company’s 
purpose beyond making money 

for shareholders.
(FTSE 250: 71%)

Set out a clear 
sustainability strategy

(FTSE 250: 48%)

Our analysis of FTSE 100, 250, Public Interest Entities (PIE’s) and inbound companies yielded the following statistics across the range of 
criteria considered by the Purpose and Impact in Sustainability reporting award. 

85% 93% 57%
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2. How do you consider your priorities?

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

Identify what the company 
believes are its material issues

(FTSE 250: 43%)

Identify internal and 
external stakeholders

(FTSE 250: 81%)

Outline actions taken in response 
to stakeholder concerns

(FTSE 250: 81%)

Explicitly identify 
sustainability risks
(FTSE 250: 86%)

Explicitly identify 
sustainability opportunities

(FTSE 250: 19%)

62% 87% 78%

87% 20%
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Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

Disclose a range of sustainability KPIs
(FTSE 250: 62%)

70%

3. How do you monitor and manage performance?

Disclose targets for each KPI
(FTSE 250: 33%)

Specifically disclose the environmental 
and/or social impacts of the business

(FTSE 250: 43%)

Describe the sustainability 
governance structure

(FTSE 250: 33%)

63%

42% 62%
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Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

Include upstream and downstream impacts in 
materiality assessments and/or target setting

(FTSE 250: 33%)

90%

Discuss future constraints on their most 
important non-financial capitals

(FTSE 250: 33%)

4. How do you consider the broader viability of the business?

67%

5. How do you report with clarity and transparency?
Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

52%  48% 100%

Give adequate attention to reporting 
negative and positive performance

(FTSE 250: 67%)

Have external assurance on 
some sustainability metrics

(FTSE 250: 48%)

Disclose a slavery and human trafficking 
statement in accordance with the 

Modern Slavery Act 2015.
(FTSE 250: 100%)

PwC 6



How does sustainability fit 
with your organisation’s 
purpose and strategy?1



Organisation Overview

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

85%

Describe the company’s key business 
activities and how they link to sustainability 
(FTSE 250: 86%)

DS Smith Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 4

Introduce the reader 
to your organisation 
by giving an 
overview of your 
size, operations and 
activities.

Contextualise your 
sustainability 
activities in relation to 
the remit 
and objectives of 
your organisation.

Explain both the 
direct and indirect 
sustainability impacts 
that might arise from 
your organisation’s 
role or activities.

Provide an overview of your organisation’s key activities and the 
environment in which you operate.

This helps the reader to view your sustainability information against the 
wider context of your organisation’s remit. The overview is also important 
for clarifying the scope of the data in the report, which activities are 
covered and which are not.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

DS Smith provide an 
outline of their activities  
over the previous year 
as well as their global 
footprint. We like that 
they have detailed their 
vision, purpose, and 
goals together.

PwC 8



Purpose

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

93%

Describe the company’s purpose 
beyond making money for shareholders
(FTSE 250: 71%)

United Utilities Annual Report 2020 pg. 18

Define a clear 
purpose which 
should be a 
succinct  
statement.

Ensure your 
purpose is 
well-aligned to 
your core 
business 
activities.

Reference to your 
purpose should be consistent 
across all company 
communications. The purpose 
should form the foundation to 
your core business strategy. 

Communicate a clear and succinct purpose that explains your 
organisation’s raison d’être beyond creating a financial return for 
shareholders.

This will demonstrate to the reader why your business exists and what you 
seek to achieve, creating a shared ambition that is core to your business 
and clear to all stakeholders.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

United Utilities and SSE 
both prominently 
display their Purpose 
statement throughout all 
company reporting. We 
like that Purpose is 
linked to company 
strategy and vision.

SSE Annual Report 2020, pg. 6
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Strategy

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

57%

Set out a clear sustainability 
strategy
(FTSE 250: 48%)

Landsec Annual Report 2020, pg. 38

Report on structures and 
actions which allow your 
sustainability strategy to 
permeate throughout the 
organisation. Align strategy 
to the SDGs or incorporate a 
Net Zero ambition.

Demonstrate how 
your sustainability 
strategy is integrated 
into your core 
business strategy 
and aligned with core 
objectives.

Clearly outline 
the sustainability 
strategy over the 
short, medium
and long-term.

Describe how your sustainability strategy is integrated into your core 
corporate strategy and demonstrate how it permeates throughout 
your business.

This will prove to the reader that sustainability is not just an ‘add-on’ for 
your organisation but is considered in every activity. Having a short, 
medium and long term sustainability strategy will help you track your 
progress towards key sustainability goals in the future.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Landsec’s sustainability 
strategy revolves around a 
detailed Net Zero plan that 
contains actions taken by 
every part of the business. 
They have set themselves 
a long-term deadline of 
2030 to fulfil their strategy.
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How do you consider 
your priorities?2



Materiality

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

62%

Identify what the company believes 
are its material issues
(FTSE 250: 43%)

Taylor Wimpey Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 11 - 12

Report which 
issues you have 
identified as 
material and 
why.

Report on the 
process that was 
undertaken to 
determine material 
issues and which key 
stakeholders were 
involved.

Focus reporting on your 
material issues, linking 
them to your strategy and 
KPIs. Where relevant, 
align issues to the SDGs. 
Offer visualisation of your 
issues e.g.  in a matrix.

Demonstrate that you have an understanding of the sustainability 
issues that are most relevant to you and your key stakeholders.

This will prove to the reader that you are focusing on the most important 
sustainability issues where your efforts will have the greatest impact.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Taylor Wimpey have 
identified almost 30 
issues material to their 
company, and have 
provided a 
comprehensive 
overview of their 
methodology for 
identifying material 
issues.

PwC 12



Show linkage between 
stakeholder consultations 
and your materiality, 
strategy and risk 
and opportunities 
planning processes. 
Consider alternative media 
for sustainability comms.

Stakeholder Engagement

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

87%

Identify internal and 
external stakeholders
(FTSE 250: 81%)

QinetiQ Annual Report 2020, pg. 48

Identify the key 
internal and 
external 
stakeholders to 
your organisation 
and describe how 
they have been 
engaged.

Describe the issues 
identified as 
important by 
stakeholders and how 
these have 
been addressed and 
will be addressed 
going forward.

Explain how you engage with principal stakeholders and how this has 
impacted your sustainability strategy.

This shows the reader that you have considered a wide range of views and 
therefore made informed decisions about prioritising and acting on your 
sustainability issues.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

QinetiQ have provided extensive detail on the importance of their 
stakeholders, their concerns, how they engage with them 
throughout the year, and the impacts of their engagement.

Outline actions taken in response 
to stakeholder concerns
(FTSE 250: 81%)

78%
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Risks and Opportunities

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

87%

Explicitly identify 
sustainability risks
(FTSE 250: 86%)

National Grid Annual Report 2019/20, pg. 60

List out the risks 
and 
opportunities 
relating to 
sustainability 
that the 
organisation is 
managing.

Describe the 
action plan in 
place to 
address 
these risks 
and 
opportunities.

Disclose the relevance and 
financial implications of risks 
and opportunities. As per 
the TCFD 
recommendations, identify 
the risks and opportunities 
facing your business due to 
climate change.

Explain the key strategic risks and opportunities for your 
organisation that arise from sustainability issues.

This gives the reader confidence that you have considered the 
impacts that external sustainability factors might have on the 
success of your business and that you are acting on these.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Explicitly identify 
sustainability opportunities
(FTSE 250: 19%)

20%

National Grid clearly lay out the action they are taking in response to identified 
risks and opportunities. We like that they have given equal treatment to 
considering their sustainability opportunities, and not just the risks. 
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How do you monitor 
and manage 
performance?3



KPIs and Targets

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

70%

Disclose a range of 
sustainability KPIs
(FTSE 250: 62%)

Rio Tinto Annual Report 2019, pg. 62

Disclose sustainability 
KPIs most relevant to 
your business, 
including historic 
performance data.

Set specific and 
quantifiable short- 
and medium-term 
targets for KPIs.

Disclose financial 
implications behind 
KPIs. Where relevant, 
align your sustainability 
KPIs and targets to the 
SDGs.

Identify KPIs that are directly relevant to your sustainability strategy 
and set challenging but realistic targets that you can assess your 
performance against.

Clear presentation of progress towards targets will demonstrate to the 
reader that you are holding yourself accountable to the goals you have set 
for your organisation.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Disclose targets for 
each KPI
(FTSE 250: 33%)

63%

Rio TInto present both their sustainability-related KPI targets for the 
previous year and how they have performed against them. We like that 
they disclose progress towards meeting future targets and are open 
with the reader about their definition of ‘on track.’
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Impacts

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

42%

Specifically disclose the environmental 
and/or social impacts of the business
(FTSE 250: 43%)

WPP Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 9

Specifically discuss 
which areas of the 
environment and 
society you impact 
through your 
operations 
and supply chains.

Disclose quantitative 
indicators of the 
relative size of your 
impact on society and 
the environment. 

In monetary terms, 
disclose your impact 
on society and the 
environment.

Provide a clear explanation and quantification of the social, 
environmental and economic impacts of your business.

This demonstrates to the reader that you have a thorough understanding of 
your wider impacts on society and the environment. This understanding will 
allow you to make more informed decisions towards being a more 
sustainable business.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

WPP clearly and prominently 
disclose quantification of the 
impacts they’ve had during 
their reporting year. We like 
that they report their 
negative impacts as well as 
the positive, including the 
cost to society of their 
carbon emissions. 
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Governance

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

62%

Describe the sustainability 
governance structure
(FTSE 250: 33%)

BP Annual Report 2019, pg. 105 - 106

Identify the board 
member responsible 
for sustainability 
issues and outline 
your sustainability 
governance 
structure.

Report on how staff are 
incentivised (financially & 
non-financially) to deliver 
on the sustainability 
strategy throughout the 
company.

Provide a clear explanation of the company’s sustainability 
governance structure and explain how directors and staff are 
incentivised to deliver on the sustainability strategy.

This gives the reader confidence that the necessary framework and 
resources are in place for the strategy to be delivered. Having senior staff 
members listed in the governance framework further demonstrates your 
commitment to the strategy.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

BP provide a detailed 
description of their 
governance framework 
and how sustainability 
is linked to 
remuneration.

Showcase how 
sustainability  
governance 
permeates 
throughout 
your business.
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How do you consider 
the broader viability of 
the business?4



Value Chain

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

90%

Include upstream and downstream impacts in 
materiality assessments and/or target setting
(FTSE 250: 33%)

Coats Group Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 18

Consider the positive 
and negative impacts 
across your value 
chain and your 
products and 
services.

Report quantitatively on 
both positive and 
negative impacts 
across your value 
chain, and strategies in 
place to address these.

Set specific and 
measurable targets 
for material value 
chain impacts and 
report on progress 
towards them.

Consider relevant upstream and downstream value chain aspects of 
your business in order to take account of all environmental, social 
and economic impacts, both positive and negative.

This demonstrates you understand the wider influence you have on 
sustainability issues in society. By thinking holistically you may identify 
areas that create a greater positive impact than you can by changing your 
core operations.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Coats detail throughout 
their reporting the steps 
they are taking to move 
towards a circular supply 
chain. They also 
demonstrate efforts to 
align sustainability efforts 
across their value chain.
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Future Proofing

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

67%

Discuss future constraints on their 
most important non-financial capitals 
(FTSE 250: 33%)

Unilever Sustainable Living website - Natural Capital

Disclose any 
significant use of 
non-financial capitals 
in your value chain 
e.g. water, land, 
timber.

Explain whether you 
expect that the 
availability of any 
non-financial capitals 
might be restricted in 
the future.

Describe your strategy 
for managing your risks. 
Consider the resilience of 
your business to climate 
change by undertaking 
scenario analysis, as 
recommended by TCFD.

Disclose that you have considered the future resource constraints 
that might affect your business e.g. non-financial capitals including 
natural capital and human capital.

This shows the reader that you are monitoring and minimising any 
resource risks in order to prevent disruption to your organisation in the 
future.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Unilever has an extended 
section within their 
interactive sustainability 
website dedicated to 
natural capital, how to 
measure their impacts, and 
how they integrate natural 
capital into their 
decision-making.
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How do you report with 
clarity and transparency?5



Balanced Reporting

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

52%

Give adequate attention to reporting 
negative and positive performance
(FTSE 250: 67%)

Diageo Annual Report, pg. 54

Report progress 
against all targets, 
whether performance 
has been good or 
bad.

Explain poor 
performance and how 
you will address it 
going forward.

If you reach targets 
ahead of schedule, 
set more challenging 
targets going forward.

Disclose reporting in a balanced and transparent fashion and explain 
where and how improvements will be made.

Acknowledgement of not only your successes but also your negative 
sustainability impacts gives the reader confidence that you are a self-aware 
organisation. One that is honest and transparent about progress towards 
sustainability goals. Describing the actions you will take to address poor 
performance and maximise good performance demonstrates that your 
organisation is committed to achieving the sustainability targets that have 
been set.

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Diageo has 
demonstrated 
well-balanced reporting 
by identifying targets 
which it has met as well 
as those where they are 
underperforming.
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Assurance

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

48%

Have external assurance on some 
sustainability metrics
(FTSE 250: 48%)

Anglo American Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 83 - 85

Include reference to 
independent 
benchmarking data, 
to ensure credibility 
of your reporting.

Obtain internal or 
external assurance 
over the sustainability 
data in your report.

Include the assurance 
opinion, which should 
clearly state the scope of 
the work, the standard 
followed and the work 
completed, in the report.

Enhance the credibility of your reported content by referencing, for 
example, independent studies, external benchmarking, expert 
assessment panels or external third party assurance.

This gives the reader confidence in the data and confidence in the integrity 
of your sustainability reporting. It also gives management and shareholders 
confidence in the company’s performance over the reporting period. 

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Anglo American 
disclose an assurance 
statement, verifying that 
their sustainability data 
has been externally 
assured by PwC to the 
ISAE 3000 assurance 
standard.
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Modern Slavery

Of the FTSE 100 companies we reviewed: 

100%

Disclose a slavery and human trafficking 
statement in accordance with the MSA 2015.
(FTSE 250: 100%)

Imperial Brands 2019 Modern Slavery Statement

Disclose a statement 
that includes 
information on the 
overview of the 
business, related 
policies, and MS risk 
assessments.

Publish a signed 
Modern Slavery 
statement on your 
website, signed by a 
company director (or 
equivalent).

Ensure your Modern 
Slavery Statement 
includes information 
against each area that 
the government guidance 
‘Transparency in Supply 
Chains’ recommends.

Disclose your  slavery and human trafficking statement in accordance 
with the Modern Slavery Act of 2015. 

In line with the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015, all companies with i) a global 
turnover of over £36 million and ii) operations in the UK, are required to 
comply by publishing a modern slavery statement annually. The statement 
demonstrates that you understand the potential risks associated with 
modern slavery. 

Tips to make your reporting more effective:

Basic Intermediate Advanced

Imperial Brands disclose a 
Modern Slavery statement 
signed by the Chair of the 
Board that details their 
policies, an assessment of 
Modern Slavery risk, the 
progress made in 2019, and 
their intentions for 2020.
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Covid-19 reporting6
Spotlight 



Covid-19 Reporting
2020 has been a tumultuous year and no company will emerge 
unscathed from the ongoing disruption caused by Covid-19.

At the time that many companies finalised this year’s reporting period, the 
impacts of the pandemic and the associated impacts of the international 
public health response were just starting to make themselves known, with 
the result that, in most instances, the impacts were not formally reported 
on.

Some companies however, have included details on how they and their 
supply chains have been affected, and the action they are taking in 
response to the pandemic. Many, for example, have committed to not 
making any redundancies or accept government support to furlough staff. 
We have included here a selection of those who have reported their 
actions in a clear and transparent manner.

Experian Annual Report 2020, pg. 10

Johnson Matthey manufactures key 
components used in the production of 
ventilators. In response to the 
pandemic they ramped up production 
and started to manufacture PPE for 
community medical staff. They have 
also set up a new science education 
fund in the wake of Covid-19 that 
aims to break down the barriers 
preventing people from choosing to 
study science.

Johnson Matthey Annual Report 2020, pg. 9

Experian have taken action to 
protect the millions of people 
financially impacted by the 
pandemic, including through 
shielding consumer credit 
scores that have been 
adversely affected, and 
providing free access to credit 
reports and scores, in the UK 
and elsewhere.
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Marks & Spencer Annual Report 2020, pg. 50 - 53

M&S have provided a comprehensive account of the actions taken as the 
pandemic evolved by their 6 response teams (including the Board and 
Crisis Management Team). This includes all the efforts made to keep food 
supply chains up and running, as well as their extensive charitable 
campaigns and contributions in aid of the NHS and healthcare workers.
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GSK Annual Report 2019, pg. 32Severn Trent Annual Report 2020, pg. 10

GSK had a pandemic 
preparedness strategy in place and 
sprang into action during the 
spread of Covid-19. They made 
available their vaccine technology 
to partners including the Coalition 
for Epidemic Preparedness 
Innovations (CEPI) to aid the rapid 
development of candidate 
vaccines.

Severn Trent launched an 
emergency fund of £1m+ to 
support vulnerable customers, 
working with local authorities 
and community foundations to 
identify and get help to older 
people who had no one else to 
rely on during the pandemic.
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Net Zero7
Spotlight 



Net Zero Reporting
At the start of 2020, Net Zero was one of the foremost issues on 
Board agendas, but as the pandemic evolved the attention of 
companies became diverted. 

Despite the challenging environment, many companies have this year 
announced plans to reach Net Zero - at the latest count, 45% of FTSE 
companies have committed themselves to reaching this target by at least 
2050. Corporate leadership on this issue is expected to loom large in the 
coming year during the run-up to COP26 in Glasgow. The companies 
featured in this section are some of those that have announced Net Zero 
ambitions over the course of the previous year.

Thames Water Annual Report 2020, pg. 50

Morrisons are aiming to reach Net Zero by 2040 at the latest, 
and have set interim targets of 33% and 53% emissions 
reduction for 2025 and 2030 respectively. They also are 
setting an ambitious target of reaching Net Zero in their UK 
agriculture chain by 2030 - well ahead of the National Farmers 
Union ambition for the sector to reach this milestone by 2040, 
demonstrating their commitment to these goals.

Morrisons Corporate Responsibility Report 2019/20, pg. 12

As well as targeting Net Zero by 
2030, which they plan to 
achieve largely through on-site 
renewable energy generation, 
Thames Water’s ambitions 
extends beyond this. By 2040 
they want to go beyond Net 
Zero and become carbon 
negative, placing them in a 
small group of companies who 
have announced plans for this.
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Drax Annual Report 2019, pg. 2

While many companies were grappling with how to approach the challenge of reaching Net 
Zero, in December 2019 Drax became the first company in the world to announce a target to 
become a carbon negative company by 2030. They plan to achieve this through the 
deployment of Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS) technology, which will enable them to 
capture and store CO2 at scale, at a rate of up to 16 MtCo2 annually. Drax’s leadership will 
likely speed uptake of CCS globally as their investment in the technology will demonstrate it’s 
efficacy at scale.
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DHL Group Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 85

DHL Group have set themselves a target of reaching Net Zero by 2050, 
and acknowledge their contribution towards the 14% of global emissions 
linked to the transportation sector. They also have set more immediate 
interim targets for 2025, including operating 70% of of their first and last 
mile services with zero-emission solutions. 
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8 People reporting

Spotlight 



Although the disruption of Covid-19 and the resultant lockdowns 
proved an unanticipated challenge for many companies, the reporting 
period prior to this saw many companies invest in upskilling and 
training for their workforce.

A fundamental transformation in the way we work is underway, and the 
pandemic has further disrupted established working patterns. Companies 
can cultivate resilience to better withstand events like Covid-19 through 
investing in their workforce and providing them with the skills to thrive in a 
21st century economy. A selection of companies who have included details 
of workforce upskilling and training are featured in this section.

People reporting: Upskilling Engie Integrated Report 2020, pg. 38

E.ON and Engie are both energy companies that understand the importance of 
having a workforce prepared for the emerging energy landscape. E.ON have 
invested in upskilling their employees in cyber security to reduce the 
vulnerability of critical energy infrastructure. Engie conduct regular skills 
mapping sessions for their workforce to position themselves to take advantage 
of new business lines emerging from the energy transition.

E.ON Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 63
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Centrica Responsible Business Report 2019, pg. 9

Centrica have identified 
a future STEM skills 
shortage as a risk for 
their business, and are 
taking action, for 
example, through 
upskilling engineers to 
be able to install EV 
charging infrastructure.

Rentokil Annual Report 2019, pg. 17

Rentokil have invested heavily in digital 
training and skills sessions (over 
desktop-based or classroom-based 
L&D) that their agile workforce can 
access on the go. This has led to 
participation rates and the number of 
training sessions accessed increasing 
significantly. In the wake of Covid-19, 
they have also upskilled 7,000 of their 
employees in deep cleaning and 
hygiene services to take advantage of 
this new market created by the 
pandemic.
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Kering Sustainability Progress Report 2020, pg. 39

Kering’s approach to skills 
and training has an eye firmly 
fixed on the future - they 
partner with a number of 
universities to educate 
employees and the next 
generation on sustainability 
and embed sustainable 
practices in luxury fashion.

Hammerson Sustainability Report 2019, pg. 122

Hammerson are investing 
specifically in 
sustainability training and 
skills development 
courses for their 
employees in order to 
ensure “operational 
excellence” and ready 
themselves for the future.
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Excellence in climate change 
reporting 2020 - A review of 
leading UK companies 
https://www.pwc.co.uk/sustain
ability-climate-change/assets/
pdf/bpta-climate-change--repo
rt-2020.pdf

GHG Market Sentiment Survey 2020
https://www.pwc.co.uk/services/sust
ainability-climate-change/insights/c
arbon-markets-trends-2020.html

TCFD 2020 Status Report and 
announcement
https://www.pwc.co.uk/financial-servic
es/assets/pdf/tcfd-calls-for-further-pro
gress-on-climate-related-reporting.pdf

https://www.pwc.co.uk/sustainability-climate-change/pdf/the-latest-trends-and-developments-in-2019.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/sdgreportingchallenge
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